PGCIL/R/2019/50120
Dated: 26 March, 2019

Rameshwor Prasad Saini,
Near Kagiyawali Hanuman Mandir, Chandwaji Road, Morija, Jaipur, Pin: 303805,


Sir/Madam,

This has reference to your RTI request dated 5 March, 2019 for providing information under RTI Act, 2005.

The desired information is attached at Annexure-I.

First Appeal, if any, against the reply of CPIO may be made to the first appellate Authority within 30 days of the receipt of the reply of CPIO. Details of Appellate Authority at Corporate Centre, Gurgaon, under RTI Act, 2005 is as below:

Shri Sanjeev Singh,
Executive Director (CMG) & Appellate Authority
Corporate Centre, Power Grid Corporation of India Limited
“Saudamini”, Plot No. 2, Sector-29, Gurgaon – 122007, Haryana.
Email ID: sanjeev@powergridindia.com
Phone No. 0124-2571962

Thanking you,
Reply to RTI Queries by Sh. Rameshwar Prasad Saini, Jaipur

Q 1. Please provide question paper along with answers of written test for the recruitment of Executive Trainee vide Advt. No. CC/06/2018 dated 06.06.2018 and CC/06/2016 (Post ID 143).

Q 2. Question paper along with answers of written test held against both recruitment vide Advt. No. CC/06/2018 and CC/06/2016 shall be provided.

The requestor is not an applicant for either of the posts of Executive Trainee (Finance) notified vide Advt. No. CC/06/2016 (Post ID 168) or Executive Trainee (Finance) notified vide Advt. No. CC/06/2018 (Post ID 143).

Moreover,

The question paper used as a part of the selection process in POWERGRID & the questions therein are commissioned and acquired by POWERGRID after payment of due fees to a third party. Moreover, they are a part of our Question Bank which may be used as a part of selection process for future recruitment processes. Disclosure of questions/question papers under RTI shall deem the questions unusable for any future recruitment exercise.

Accordingly, information is denied under section 8 (i) (d) of the RTI Act, 2005 which states the following:

8. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, there shall be no obligation to give any information including commercial confidence, trade secrets or intellectual property, the disclosure of which would harm the competitive position of a third party, unless the competent authority is satisfied that larger public interest warrants the disclosure of such information;